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SUMMARY

During postnatal development, cerebellar climbing
fibers alter their innervation strengths onto supernu-
merary Purkinje cell targets, generating a one-to-few
connectivity pattern in adulthood. To get insight
about the processes responsible for this remapping,
we reconstructed serial electron microscopy data-
sets from mice during the first postnatal week. Be-
tween days 3 and 7, individual climbing fibers
selectively add many synapses onto a subset of Pur-
kinje targets in a positive-feedback manner, without
pruning synapses from other targets. Active zone
sizes of synapses associated with powerful versus
weak inputs are indistinguishable. Changes in syn-
apse number are thus the predominant form of early
developmental plasticity. Finally, the numbers of
climbing fibers and Purkinje cells in a local region
nearly match. Initial over-innervation of Purkinje cells
by climbing fibers is therefore economical: the num-
ber of axons entering a region is enough to assure
that each ultimately retains a postsynaptic target
and that none branched there in vain.

INTRODUCTION

In many vertebrates, neurons undergo extensive rewiring dur-

ing postnatal development, removing synapses from some of

their initial target cells and eventually achieving neural circuitry

that is refined from what was initially an overconnected

network. This process, known as synapse elimination, occurs

in the central nervous system (CNS) and peripheral nervous

system (PNS). One of the most striking examples of synapse

elimination in the CNS occurs in the cerebellum, where con-

nections between climbing fibers and Purkinje cells are modi-

fied. This phenomenon has been studied extensively in

rodents, where shortly after birth, multiple climbing fibers
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innervate Purkinje cells (Crepel et al., 1976; Mariani and

Changeux, 1981). By the end of the third postnatal week in ro-

dents, only one climbing fiber innervates each Purkinje cell

(Kano et al., 2018; Hashimoto and Kano, 2013). The transition

from multiple climbing fiber inputs to one parallels the most

well-known example of synapse elimination in the PNS, which

occurs between motor axons and muscle fibers at the neuro-

muscular junction (NMJ). Perinatally, �10 motor axons inner-

vate each muscle fiber in a muscle (Tapia et al., 2012), but

almost immediately after birth axons begin removing synapses

from some muscle fibers. Live cell imaging in vivo shows that

the remaining inputs increase their synaptic territory through

takeover of sites occupied by other axons until only one axon

innervates each muscle fiber (Walsh and Lichtman, 2003;

Turney and Lichtman, 2012). This implies that at the NMJ addi-

tion of synaptic territory is causally related to the vacation of

sites occupied by axons being pruned and supports the idea

that this reorganization is based on a competition between

axons vying to innervate the same postsynaptic cell.

Cerebellar synapse elimination is more challenging to study

because the cerebellar cortex is less accessible than the

neuromuscular system, so that live imaging is difficult (Carrillo

et al., 2013). In addition, climbing fibers and Purkinje cell

geometries change considerably during early postnatal life

as connectivity is being refined (Chedotal and Sotelo, 1993; Ra-

món y Cajal, 1995).

From an electrophysiological perspective, it is clear that there

are several stages of climbing fiber-Purkinje cell synaptic refine-

ment during development. Around postnatal day 3 (P3), climbing

fiber-Purkinje cell synapses become detectable in electrophysi-

ological recordings (Mariani and Changeux, 1981). Several

studies have estimated the number of climbing fibers innervating

a Purkinje cell to be typically 5 or fewer at this age, with all pro-

ducing similar postsynaptic responses (Bosman et al., 2008;

Mariani and Changeux, 1981; Scelfo and Strata, 2005). There

is controversy over when this situation changes. Some work

suggests that during the first postnatal week, one recorded

climbing fiber input to a Purkinje cell becomes more powerful

than the others (Hashimoto and Kano, 2003; Bosman et al.,
rts 29, 2849–2861, November 26, 2019 ª 2019 The Authors. 2849
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2008). However, other researchers have found that this change

does not occur until the second postnatal week (Scelfo and

Strata, 2005), coincident with the initial loss of climbing fiber

input. By the third week, virtually every Purkinje cell is innervated

by one climbing fiber. The elimination process fromP7 to beyond

P10 has also been subdivided into three stages. Between P7 and

P9, some electrophysiologically weak climbing fiber inputs

disappear. At P9 to P10, the rise times associated with quanta

of one of the remaining climbing fibers become longer (Hashi-

moto et al., 2009). Anatomical studies show that this phenome-

non occurs as one climbing fiber begins its ‘‘climb’’ up the newly

formed apical dendrite (Carrillo et al., 2013). After P10, the few

remaining climbing fibers that did not grow onto the apical

dendrite progressively are lost and no longer elicit postsynaptic

responses.

In this study, we aimed to resolve an important question about

developmental rewiring of climbing fibers: are synapse strength-

ening and removal concurrent or sequential? Previous work has

identified climbing fiber functional differentiation but cannot

distinguish whether that differentiation is a result of synaptic

strengthening only or strengthening coupled with synapse

removal. This is an important question because the answer pro-

vides insight into the underlying mechanism of developmental

reorganization. For example, if synapse addition and elimination

are occurring at the same time then, as at the NMJ, addition may

be the consequence of loss, thus climbing fiber rearrangement

could be a takeover-based competition. If, however, synapse

addition is independent of synapse elimination, then the compet-

itive mechanism described above for NMJ synapse elimination

might be inadequate to explain the way this CNS reorganization

takes place.

We also wanted to answer more specific questions about how

changes in relative climbing fiber innervation strength are mani-

fested. First, do climbing fibers alter their innervation strengths

by adding and removing synapses, by growing or shrinking indi-

vidual synapses, or by a combination of these two phenomena?

We are interested in this question because one limitation of the

NMJ as a model of events in the CNS is that the NMJ looks

different than typical CNS synapses. In the NMJ, takeover-

based growth leads to synapses that are large contiguous struc-

tures with many presynaptic release sites and quantal contents

of�100 (Slater, 2017). By contrast, CNS synapses are often sin-

gle synaptic boutons with one or several release sites and

quantal contents of �1 (although some are substantially larger,

e.g., calyx synapses with quantal contents of >300; Iwasaki

and Takahashi, 2001). Thus, climbing fiber synaptic strength-

ening could occur either by enlarging each synapse to have

more release sites (by a small or large amount) or by adding

more boutons.

Furthermore, how does relative strengthening of climbing fiber

synapses progress during early postnatal development? Finally,

how do immature climbing fibers parse out their synapses

amongmany different Purkinje cells in a local region of cerebellar

cortex?

To explore these questions, we analyzed the connectivity of

climbing fibers to Purkinje cells at P3 and P7 using serial-section

scanning electron microscopy. We chose these time points

because some evidence suggests that this stage is when func-
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tional changes begin (Kano et al., 2018). Our results show that

climbing fibers dramatically change their connectivity during

this time by preferentially adding synapses onto some target

cells. These results indicate that climbing fiber-Purkinje cell syn-

aptic reorganization begins with axons choosing to establish

additional synapses onto a small number of preferred partners

among the cohort of Purkinje cells they innervate. In addition,

we see no sign of any synapse loss. The connectivity we observe

is well explained by a rich-get-richer process of synapse addi-

tion, also known as preferential attachment, by climbing fibers

onto their preferred targets. Finally, the connectomics approach

allowed us to learn about the population of climbing fibers that

initially over-innervate the Purkinje cells in a region of cerebellar

cortex. We find that the numbers of climbing fibers and Purkinje

cells about match locally (as in adulthood), implying that all

climbing fibers branching in an area are able to play a role in

the final connectivity pattern.

RESULTS

The Datasets
These cerebellar datasets came from two developing mice, one

at P3 and one at P7. Because we wished to compare them, for

each we prepared a block from the medial cerebellar vermis

and imaged the anterior root of lobule VIII (Figures 1A, 1B, and

1G). We used the same region at each time because the climbing

fiber developmental timeline is delayed for some lobules relative

to others, and within each lobule timelines also shift with position

(outer regions often develop earlier than inner regions; Armengol

and Sotelo, 1991; Ramón y Cajal, 1995). For both blocks, we

imaged a column of tissue from the pia to the white matter in or-

der to capture Purkinje cell dendrites and axons to the fullest

extent possible. Purkinje cells are the only cerebellar cells that

consistently send their axons into the white matter, so this was

an easy way to identify them. At the root of the lobule, we also

collected tissue closer to proximal branch points of climbing

fibers, which helped us reconstruct them more fully. Each block

was cut into 30-nm thick sections in the sagittal plane (STAR

Methods). A total of 1,658 sections for the P3 block and 2,514

sections for the P7 block were imaged at 4-nm/px resolution in

a scanning electron microscope. In both datasets the imaged

region measured 190 mm radially3 120 mm tangentially. The ac-

quired image volumewas 1.13 106 mm3 at P3 and 1.73 106 mm3

at P7 (Figure 1C).

Cytoarchitecture of the Cerebellum at Two
Developmental Ages
All cortical layers were visible in both datasets. The thicknesses

of some layers differed between the two ages, as expected

(Figure S1A). The external granular layer and molecular layer

were substantially thicker at P7 than at P3, consistent with

granule cell migration (Sotelo, 2004). Additionally, the Purkinje

cell layer was 2 to 3 cells deep at P3 and became a monolayer

at P7 (Figures S1B and S1C). The area density of Purkinje cells

in the Purkinje cell layer also decreased from P3 to P7 (0.008

cells/mm2 at P3, 0.003 cells/mm2 at P7, possibly due to tissue

growth). We also observed substantial changes in Purkinje cell

geometry (below).



Figure 1. Reconstructions of Climbing Fiber Input to Purkinje Cells

in P3 and P7 Mouse Cerebellar Cortex

(A) Low-resolution electron micrograph of tissue used to generate the

P3 dataset. The region imaged at high resolution, along with the fully

reconstructed Purkinje cell (red) and all its climbing fiber inputs, are super-

imposed.

(B) Low-resolution electron micrograph of the P7 tissue, shown with a section

from the dataset, the fully reconstructed Purkinje cell (green), and all its

climbing fiber inputs. Cortical layers for the datasets are shown in Figure S1A;

all Purkinje cells are shown in Figures S1B and S1C; closer views of the fully

reconstructed cells are shown in Figures S1D and S1E.

(C) The P7 image volume (B). Solid line: through-section axis.

(D) Part of a high-resolution micrograph at P7, showing a dendrite of the fully

reconstructed Purkinje cell (green).

(E) Fully reconstructed Purkinje cell at P3 with its most powerful climbing

fiber branch input (purple). Dots: synapses formed by this input onto the cell

(13 total).

(F) Fully reconstructed Purkinje cell at P7 with its most powerful climbing fiber

branch input (blue). Dots: synapses formed by this input (26).

(G) Low-resolution electron micrograph showing cerebellar location of the P7

dataset (red box). The P3 dataset is in the same location.

Arrows: pia (A–D). Asterisks: white matter (A–C); excitatory synapses (D); and

volume entry point of climbing fiber branch (E and F). Scale bars: 100 mm

(A and B); 75-mm solid line, 120-mm dot-dashed line, and 190-mm dashed line

(C); 0.5 mm (D); 15 mm (E and F); and 190-mm-by-120-mm red box (G).
Changing Connectivity Patterns on Cerebellar Purkinje
Cells between P3 and P7
In order to reveal how Purkinje cell innervation changed during

the first postnatal week, we sampled climbing fiber-Purkinje
cell connectivity in both volumes. We began this sampling by re-

constructing all synaptic input to one Purkinje cell at each age

(STAR Methods; Figure 1D). This task was challenging because

dendritic arbors of the immature Purkinje cells were quite com-

plex. At P3 (Figure S1D), dendrites ran in many different direc-

tions (in dramatic contrast to the monoplanar geometry of adult

Purkinje dendrites) and made frequent side branches. The arbor

thus ramified over a large portion of the image volume, and iden-

tifying synapses onto Purkinje cells required scrutiny of nearly

the entire volume. We found a total of 464 synapses targeting

the P3 cell. At P7 (Figure S1E), although the Purkinje cell had

about 3 times fewer dendrites, the dendrites and soma produced

a large number of spine-like processes (Sotelo, 2004), many of

which were innervated. (Interestingly, a number of these pro-

cesses ran parallel with nearby parallel fibers—data not shown.)

Finding synapses on the P7 cell thus involved tracing out thou-

sands of processes. In total we found 1,124 synapses on the

P7 cell.

To identify the climbing fiber inputs to these Purkinje cells, we

classified the presynaptic partner for every synapse based on

the input axon’s morphology and its synaptic connections to

other target cells. We found that 352 axon branches formed all

the synapses onto the fully reconstructed Purkinje cell in the

P3 dataset, and 698 axon branches formed the synapses onto

the fully reconstructed Purkinje cell at P7 (Table S1). At both

ages it was possible to divide axons into three categories: inhib-

itory cell axons, granule cell axons (either the initial radial portion

or parallel fibers), and non-granule-cell excitatory axons. Non-

granule-cell excitatory axons may be either climbing fibers or

mossy fibers. We wanted to distinguish between mossy and

climbing fiber input, because the main reorganization concerns

selection of one climbing fiber input and elimination of the rest,

whereas the mossy input is minor during development and

then disappears entirely (Mason and Gregory, 1984; Kalinovsky

et al., 2011). During the first postnatal week, it was difficult to

distinguish these two axon types based on morphology

(although they become distinguishable a few days later; Mason

and Gregory, 1984). We thus attempted to separate them by

their synaptic connectivity. We analyzed the full synaptic con-

nectivity of the excitatory non-granule axon branches and found

that they formed two groups, ones forming a majority of their

synapses onto Purkinje cells and ones forming a majority of their

synapses onto granule cells. To determine whether the second

group was mossy fibers, which target mainly granule cells, we

compared the connectivity of the Purkinje cell-innervating axons

with that of a separate sample of putative mossy fibers (STAR

Methods). We found by several clustering methods (Figure S2;

Tables S2 and S3) that these two groups of non-granule excit-

atory axon branches could be identified as those resembling

mossy fibers and those resembling climbing fibers. Through

this analysis we identified 55 climbing fiber branches from the

84 non-granule excitatory inputs to the fully reconstructed Pur-

kinje cell at P3 and 49 climbing fiber branches from the 68

non-granule excitatory inputs to the Purkinje cell at P7 (Figures

1E and 1F).

We examined the synaptic connections of all climbing fiber

branches innervating the fully reconstructed Purkinje cells at

P3 and P7. Despite the fact that a slightly smaller number of
Cell Reports 29, 2849–2861, November 26, 2019 2851



Figure 2. A Small Proportion of Climbing

Fiber Branch-Purkinje Cell Connections

Consist of Disproportionately Large

Numbers of Synapses

(A) Distribution of numbers of synapses formed by

climbing fiber inputs (55 branches) to the fully re-

constructed Purkinje cell at P3 (127 synapses to-

tal). Mean ± SD of this tailed distribution: 2.3 ± 2.1

synapses per connection. Median: 2 synapses per

connection.

(B) Numbers of synapses formed by climbing fiber

branch inputs (49) to the fully reconstructed Pur-

kinje cell at P7 (298 total). Mean ± SD, median:

6.08 ± 5.7, 4 synapses, respectively.

(C) Numbers of synapses shared by climbing fiber

branch-Purkinje cell pairs reconstructed at P3 (242

pairs total, 435 synapses total). Mean ± SD, me-

dian: 1.8 ± 1.4, 1 synapse, respectively.

(D) Numbers of synapses shared by climbing fiber

branch-Purkinje cell pairs reconstructed at P7

(214, 1,355 synapses total). Mean ± SD, median:

6.3 ± 7.1, 3 synapses, respectively. Monte Carlo

simulations (Figure S3) show these distributions

are unlikely to result from climbing fiber branches

innervating Purkinje cell targets with uniform

probability.

(E) Connectivity matrix for reconstructed climbing

fiber branches onto Purkinje cell targets at P3.

(i,j)-th element: the number of synapses formed

by climbing fiber branch i onto Purkinje cell j.

Climbing fibers and Purkinje cells are identified by

segment ID.

(F) Connectivity matrix as in (E) for P7.
climbing fiber branches innervated the P7 Purkinje cell than the

P3 cell (49 versus 55, although we show below that these

numbers do not represent statistically different numbers of in-

puts), there was a greater-than-2-fold increase in the total

number of synapses formed by those climbing fibers (127 at

P3 to 298 at P7). This increase in synapse number was a general

feature of individual climbing fiber branches as well (Figures 2A

and 2B).

The differing innervation properties we observed for climbing

fiber branches at P3 and P7 were confirmed when we expanded

our connectivity sample by including all the synapses formed by

these axon branches onto other Purkinje cells in the volume (Fig-

ures 2C–2F). The 55 climbing fiber branches in the P3 dataset
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innervated 29 of the 47 other Purkinje

cells in the volume (30/48 or 63% of Pur-

kinje cells in total) and allowed analysis

of 187 additional climbing fiber-Purkinje

cell connections (consisting of 308

additional synapses). The 49 climbing fi-

ber branches at P7 innervated 17 of the

29 other Purkinje cells in the volume (in to-

tal 18/30 or 60% of Purkinje cells),

contributing 165 additional climbing fi-

ber-Purkinje cell connections and 1,057

synapses. For both ages, the extended

data corroborated the analysis above
(Figures 2A–2D): climbing fiber branches were establishing

greater numbers of synapses at P7 than at P3.

Furthermore, at both ages climbing fiber branches distributed

their synapses among Purkinje cells in an inhomogeneous way,

in which most climbing fiber-Purkinje cell connections consisted

of a few synapses and a small number of connections consisted

of many synapses (Figure 2). We considered two different ways

that climbing fiber branches could generate the synapse distri-

butions we observed. One possibility is that each climbing fiber

branch forms an inhomogeneous distribution of synapses, es-

tablishing many synapses with a few Purkinje cell targets and a

few synapses with the rest. Alternatively, some climbing fiber

branches might establish few synapses with every one of their



Figure 3. Synaptic Divergence Patterns for Climbing Fiber Branches
at P3 and P7

(A) Connectivity onto Purkinje cell targets for the 8 climbing fiber branches

forming the most synapses onto single Purkinje cells at P3 (top) and P7

(bottom), viewed dorsoventrally. Target Purkinje cell somas are shown for

each branch with the number of synapses formed by that branch (also

indicated by cell color, ranging from dark purple at 1 synapse to red at 45).

See Figures S4 and S5 and Data S1 and S2. P3 branch IDs, in descending

order of maximum number of synapses, are (left to right) 42, 291, 226, 26

(top), 299, 154, 11, and 151 (bottom). P7 branch IDs are 4, 7, 9, 59 (top), 33,

13, 72, and 37 (bottom).

(B) Numbers of Purkinje cells innervated by individual climbing fiber branches

reconstructed at P3 (divergence; 55 branches; mean ± SD: 4.4 ± 1.6).

(C) P7 climbing fiber branch divergence (49 branches; mean ± SD: 4.4 ± 1.7).

(D) P3 full terminal arbor divergence (8/55 branches; mean ± SD: 4.1 ± 1.5).

(E) P7 full terminal arbor divergence (9/49 branches; mean ± SD: 3.6 ± 1.6).

Scale bars: 15 mm (A).
targets, whereas other climbing fiber branches establish many

synapses with each of their targets. To decide between these al-

ternatives, we inspected the number of synapses formed by

each climbing fiber branch onto each of its Purkinje targets (Fig-

ure 3A; Data S1 and S2). At both P3 and P7 we found that all

branches formed only one or two synapses onto most of their

Purkinje targets, and at both ages some branches also inner-
vated a few cells with larger numbers of synapses. In neither da-

taset did we observe a climbing fiber branch that formed only

large numbers of synapses onto its Purkinje cell targets. These

data argue that developing climbing fibers tend to act similarly,

innervating a large number of Purkinje cells with a few synapses

and innervating a few Purkinje cells with many synapses.

Furthermore, the large numbers of synapses we observed could

not have occurred if climbing fibers distributed synapses among

their Purkinje targets with uniform random probability, i.e.,

without preference (STAR Methods; Figure S3; p < 0.00001 for

P3 and P7).

This tendency for climbing fibers to distribute a large number

of synapses on a small number of cells was more extreme at

P7 than P3. At P3, the largest number of synapses we observed

a climbing fiber branch to form was 13, but at P7 the largest

number of synapses was 45. This difference implies that axons

are focusing progressively more synapses on the target cells

they prefer.

We next investigated the spatial organization of the uneven

distribution of synapses formed by individual climbing fiber

branches. In general, branches at P7 formed a higher density

of synapses than at P3 (Figure S4A; Wilcoxon rank-sum test,

p = 3 3 10�11). At both ages climbing fibers formed synapses

onto Purkinje cells somewhat sparsely and at regular intervals

as they ramified through the Purkinje cell layer (P3: http://bit.

ly/bbandrossP3NGL; P7: http://bit.ly/bbandrossP7NGL; Fig-

ure S5A). The one exception to this trend was that some climbing

fiber branches with strong Purkinje cell preferences formed

higher-density clusters in localized regions (onto the preferred

Purkinje cells; Figures S5A–S5D). The Purkinje cells that received

large numbers of synapses in these clusters were located at

various positions relative to the climbing fiber branch itself. Spe-

cifically, preferred cells of a climbing fiber branch did not neces-

sarily overlap maximally with that branch’s arbor. In fact, at both

ages climbing fiber branches strongly innervated Purkinje cells in

a salt and pepper pattern, often making no or very few synapses

on an immediate neighbor of a strongly innervated cell (Figures

S5E–S5H). These discontinuous innervation patterns suggest

that the number of synapses formed by a climbing fiber onto a

Purkinje cell is based on a form of selectivity unrelated to Purkinje

cell location.

At both P3 and P7, the distributions of synapses established

by individual climbing fibers onto Purkinje cells appear to obey

a power law. Power laws arise in many systems that undergo

growth (Newman, 2005). The power law distribution (PðkÞ =
Ck�a, where C and a are constants) determines the proportion

of objects PðkÞ in a system (in this case, synaptically connected

climbing fiber-Purkinje cell pairs) that have a particular number k

of some quantity (synapses from the climbing fiber branch onto

the Purkinje cell). Both synapse distributions were well fit by po-

wer law functions (Figures 2C and 2D) with a= 1:75 for P3 and

a= 0:96 for P7. These power law distributions could arise from

a particular type of growth process known as preferential attach-

ment (Barabási and Albert, 1999). In the climbing fiber-Purkinje

cell system, preferential attachment would mean that the ten-

dency of climbing fibers to add synapses increases as the num-

ber of synapses they already share with a Purkinje cell target

grows larger.
Cell Reports 29, 2849–2861, November 26, 2019 2853
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Although there is evidence of massive synaptic pruning in the

second postnatal week (measured as a decrease in the number

of climbing fiber inputs to a Purkinje cell; Kano et al., 2018), we

were interested to learn whether our detailed electron micro-

scopy data showed evidence of climbing fibers removing syn-

apses from Purkinje cells while they added synapses onto

others during the first postnatal week. Because we saw many

single- and few-synapse inputs, synapse removal would likely

result in some decrease in the number of Purkinje cells inner-

vated by a climbing fiber branch (i.e., its divergence). We

thus compared the divergences of climbing fiber branches at

P3 and P7 (Figures 3B and 3C). The distributions were not

significantly different (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p = 0.99). How-

ever, both of these histograms included information from climb-

ing fiber branches with terminal arbors that were only partially

contained inside the volume (that is, whose most distal

branches ramified outside the volume boundary at some point);

furthermore, the P3 and P7 image volumes were not identical in

size. Both of these factors could obscure an actual change in

the divergence between P3 and P7, especially if that change

is subtle. To make a more reliable measurement, we removed

from our analysis all climbing fiber branches whose terminal

arbors left the volume (leaving 8/55 branches at P3 and 9/49

at P7; Figures 3D and 3E). The divergences for branches with

complete terminal arbors also did not differ significantly be-

tween P3 and P7 (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p = 0.58), arguing

that climbing fiber branches remain connected to roughly the

same number of Purkinje cells over these 4 days and were

hence not undergoing net pruning. For this reason, we suspect

that the smaller number of climbing fiber branches we

observed to innervate the fully reconstructed P7 cell (49) rela-

tive to the P3 cell (55) is likely due to random variation in climb-

ing fiber innervation and the different sizes of the datasets,

rather than a systematic change in connectivity between these

two ages.

To summarize, themain difference between the P3 and P7 da-

tasets is that individual climbing fibers form significantly more

synapses onto their Purkinje cell targets at P7 than at P3.

Notably, the synapse addition process that occurs between

these two ages appears to be preferential, because climbing

fibers elaborate many synapses onto a small number of their

Purkinje targets.

Strong andWeak Climbing Fiber Inputs to Purkinje Cells
Have the Same Size Synapses
As shown by several studies, the extent of the postsynaptic

density (PSD) can serve as a proxy for synaptic strength (Bailey

and Chen, 1983, 1988a, 1988b; Bartol et al., 2015). We thus

measured the PSD areas of all identified climbing fiber-Purkinje

cell synapses at each age (STAR Methods; Figures 4A–4C).

The PSD area distributions were significantly different between

P3 and P7 (Figure 4D; pz 0, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). In partic-

ular, although the range of PSD areas overlapped, in the younger

mouse the median PSD area was 1.4 times larger, and the vari-

ance was 4.9 times larger than at P7 (median: 0.22 mm2, P3

versus 0.16 mm2, P7; variance: 0.088 mm2, P3 versus

0.018 mm2, P7). One interpretation of this difference is that as

the nervous system matures, synapse size becomes more
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consistent. To learn whether climbing fiber branches that form

the smallest numbers of synapses onto a Purkinje cell (and

may be more likely to be pruned) have PSD areas that differ

significantly from climbing fiber branches that form large

numbers of synapses onto a Purkinje cell (and hence may be

more likely to remain), we measured the correlation between

the PSD area of a synapse and the total number of synapses

shared by its pre- and postsynaptic partners. We found that syn-

aptic area was not correlated with the number of synapses

formed between a climbing fiber and Purkinje cell (Figures 4E–

4H; p = 0.38, P3; p = 0.41, P7; permutation tests, 100,000 permu-

tations each). Taken together, these results show that individual

climbing fiber-to-Purkinje cell synapses are indistinguishable

from a PSD perspective and suggest that the primary means

by which a climbing fiber changes its efficacy is by altering syn-

apse number.

Simulation: Synapse Addition Occurs via Preferential
Attachment
To better understand the process by which the P3 connectivity

pattern transformed into the pattern observed at P7, we con-

structed a time-stepping simulation to evolve the connectivity

we observed at P3 (Figures 2C and 2E) to a state of connectivity

similar to that at P7 (Figures 2D and 2F). The model (STAR

Methods) allowed stochastic removal and addition of synapses

by each climbing fiber branch with the Purkinje cells it was

already connected to. Because we found that climbing fibers

establish disproportionately large numbers of synapses onto

subsets of their Purkinje targets, the model also controlled the

probability of choosing a particular target cell for synapse addi-

tion. This probability was proportional to the number of synapses

currently shared by the climbing fiber and Purkinje target. The

exponent of this proportionality, g, was varied to reflect a range

of paradigms, from preferential attachment (positive g), to no

dependence (g = 0), to penalization of strong inputs (negative

g). We varied g and the relative rates of synapse addition and

removal to test a range of potential models for climbing fiber-

Purkinje cell synapse rewiring.

Wewent through this exercise to test in particular two different

mechanisms that might produce the transformation between P3

and P7 connectivity. First, this transformation might occur

through preferential attachment of climbing fibers to their target

cells. Alternatively, the P7 result could potentially develop

without preferential attachment if there were both non-selective

addition (g = 0) and elimination of synapses. In this case, the

number of synapses shared by any climbing fiber-Purkinje cell

pair would do a random walk over time about its P3 value. As a

result, some pairs would ‘‘drift’’ toward larger numbers of shared

synapses and other pairs would drift toward smaller numbers,

causing a spread in the histogram of synapse numbers, which

qualitatively is what we observed at P7. Importantly, it may

also have been the case that neither of these mechanisms

were sufficient to generate the observed changes in synaptic

connectivity and that a more complex set of rules was required.

We found, however, that only preferential attachment pro-

cesses could evolve P3 connectivity into P7-like connectivity

(Figure 5A). Non-selective addition and removal of synapses al-

ways evolved the P3 distribution to one that was less like a power



Figure 4. PSD Areas Become More Uniform

during the First Postnatal Week and Are Un-

correlated to Climbing Fiber-Purkinje Cell

Connection Strength

(A) High-resolution electron micrograph of climb-

ing fiber (blue) to Purkinje cell (red) synapse.

(B) Region in (A) with PSD annotated. Red arrow:

normal to the flattest plane of PSD.

(C) Three-dimensional rendering (top) and two-

dimensional projection with area A along normal of

the flattest plane (bottom) of the PSD in (B). Ar-

rows: principal component vectors of PSD voxel

list.

(D) Distributions of PSD areas for all climbing fiber-

Purkinje cell synapses identified at P3 (435, blue)

and P7 (1,355, orange). p � 0, Wilcoxon rank sum

test.

(E) Boxplot summarizing PSD area of each P3

synapse versus the total number of synapses

formed between its presynaptic climbing fiber

branch and postsynaptic Purkinje cell.

(F) Boxplot as in (E) for P7 synapses. Boxes (E and

F) range from first to third quartiles. Lines denote

median. Whiskers denote distances of 1.5 times

the interquartile range below first quartile and

above third quartile.

(G) Results of a permutation test comparing the

observed correlation between PSD area and

climbing fiber branch-Purkinje cell connection

strength at P3 (green line, from E) against corre-

lations measured when PSD areas are randomly

shuffled (blue). p = 0.38.

(H) Results of permutation test as in (G) on P7

data (F). p = 0.41.

Scale bars: 1 mm (A and B) and 0.25 mm (C).
law and never converged toward the actual P7 distribution (Fig-

ures S6A–S6D). With preferential attachment, P3 connectivity

evolved into a state statistically indistinguishable from P7 if the

rate of synapse removal was zero or low (at least 2,000 times

smaller than the rate of addition) and if gwas roughly in the range

of 0.5 to 1.7. These parameter values suggest that removal of

synapses is not a significant component of synapse rewiring be-

tween P3 and P7 (consistent with our studies of axonal diver-

gence above). These values also argue that preferential synapse

addition by climbing fibers onto their Purkinje targets is required

to produce the disproportionately large numbers of synapses we

observed at P7.

Using thismodel of preferential attachment, we could estimate

rates of net climbing fiber synapse addition and removal that

would lead to the connectivity we observed (Figures 5B and

5C). For example, if we let the synapse removal rate be 5,000

times lower than the addition rate and g = 1.1, the simulation
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took 955 ± 16 time steps to reach P7-

like connectivity (mean ± SEM, 100 simu-

lations). Because the simulation covered

4 days (P3 to P7), the average duration

of a time step was 6 min. We thus calcu-

lated that individual climbing fiber

branches added synapses at a median

rate of one every 7 h and a maximum
rate of one every hour. In this simulation, synapse removal was

essentially absent over the 4 days.

Climbing Fiber Branch Morphology Can Be Used to
Estimate the Number of Climbing Fibers that Innervate
Developing Purkinje Cells
Above, we assessed the connectivity properties of all climbing

fibers that innervated the fully reconstructed Purkinje cells in the

P3 and P7 image volumes, where the climbing fibers were poten-

tially split into multiple branches. Although much useful informa-

tion canbe revealedby studying thesebranches,more insight still

can be obtained if the number of different fibers producing those

branches is known. The direct way to get complete knowledge of

the number of innervating climbing fibers would be to reconstruct

these axons back to their entry points in the cerebellar peduncle.

However, this task would require collecting image volumes

that are intractably large at present (millimeters on a side, >10
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Figure 5. Preferential Addition of Synapses and Minimal Synapse

Removal Are Required to Evolve P3 Connectivity to P7 Connectivity

(A) Plot showing the fraction of simulations that successfully evolved observed

P3 connectivity into P7-like connectivity, as a function of synapse removal rate

and g. Ten simulations were performed for each parameter value pair. See

Figures S6A–S6D.

(B) Total number of synapses formed by each climbing fiber branch at each

time step of a simulation for a convergent parameter pair (prem = 0.005, g = 1.1).

Data are shown until the first time step P7-like connectivity was achieved.

(C) Distribution of average synapse addition rates per climbing fiber branch,

100 simulations, parameters in (B). Median, maximum: 0.015, 0.092 synapses

per time step, respectively.

Figure 6. Morphologies of Climbing Fiber Terminal Arbors Allow

Estimation of the Number of Branches Produced by Terminal Arbors

Split by Image Volume Boundaries

(A) Left: three-dimensional rendering of the 9 reconstructed climbing fiber

branches at P7 with full terminal arbors. Right: one branch in the same view,

with bounds on random translation used to simulate terminal arbors. Arrow:

pia. Z is through-section axis.

(B) Distribution of the number of branches produced by a climbing fiber ter-

minal arbor leaving and re-entering the P7 image volume, 500 simulated ter-

minal arbors. Mean ± SD: 1.8 ± 1.4.

Scale bars in (A): 20 mm (left) and 30 mm (right).
petabytes of raw data). Instead, we estimated the number of

different climbing fibers innervating the fully reconstructed Pur-

kinje cell in our P7 dataset by building on our observed climbing

fiber terminal arbormorphologiesand results frompreviousanter-

ograde labeling. Anterograde tracer studies have shown that in

the first postnatal week, individual climbing fibers form multiple

overlapping terminal arbors in the Purkinje cell layer (Sugihara,

2005). To calculate howmany climbing fibers innervatedonePur-

kinje cell, we needed to knowhowmany terminal arbors provided

innervation to that cell. However, becausemanyof the innervating

branches were incomplete, i.e., fragments of terminal arbors, our

first step was to learn the number of branch fragments a terminal

arbor could supply to the volume if it were not completely within

the volume. To estimate this number, we spatially transposed

climbing fiber terminal arbors by applying random (but con-

strained) translations to the 9 complete terminal arbors in our

reconstruction (Figure 6A). We then computed the number of

separate branches that those transposed arbors produced by
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leaving and re-entering the image volume (STARMethods). Using

this approach, we learned that a single terminal arbor is broken

into1.8branch fragmentsonaverage in theP7volume (Figure6B).

Thus, the 49 climbing fiber branches that innervated the fully re-

constructed Purkinje cell probably came from about 27 terminal

arbors. Late in thefirst postnatalweek, an individual climbing fiber

extends 7.43 10�4 terminal arbors/mm2 into each local region of

cortex it innervates (fromSugihara, 2005; STARMethods; Figures

S6E–S6G), which given our 9,000 mm2 Purkinje cell layer trans-

lates to 6.7 terminal arbors per climbing fiber in the P7 volume.

AtP7weestimated that�4different climbingfibers (27/6.7) inner-

vated the fully reconstructed Purkinje cell.

Our connectivity data also allowed us to compute how climbing

fibers distributed their connectivity across the entire image vol-

ume. Given that 27 terminal arbors innervated the fully recon-

structed Purkinje cell and that a single terminal arbor innervated

onaverage4Purkinje cells in the volume (Figure 3E),weestimated

that 203 terminal arbors innervated the 30Purkinje cells in the vol-

ume [(27 terminal arborsperPurkinjecell * 30Purkinjecells)/(4 rep-

etitions of each terminal arbor due to its divergence)]. Because a

climbing fiber forms roughly 6.7 terminal arbors in this volume,

we estimate that there are 30 different climbing fibers innervating

the Purkinje cells in our dataset. This number corresponds to

roughly one climbing fiber per Purkinje cell (Discussion).

Our estimates of 4 climbing fibers innervating a single Purkinje

cell and 30 climbing fibers innervating all Purkinje cells in the



Figure 7. Groups of Climbing Fiber

Branches at P7 Have Shared Purkinje Cell

Preferences

(A) P7 connectivity matrix for only climbing fiber

branches exhibiting strong synaptic preferences.

Connectivity for one branch (red box) is a feature

vector in Purkinje cell space.

(B) Dendrogram showing hierarchical clustering of

P7 branches in (A).

(C) Normalized P7 connectivity matrix, reordered

following (B). Groups 1–3 each contain branches

that share rankings of preferred Purkinje cells.

Group 4 contains branches with Purkinje cell

rankings that differ from those of groups 1–3 and

other branches in group 4.

(D) Preferred Purkinje cells for groups with shared

preferences from (C), viewed dorsoventrally. Gray,

cyan, and orange circles: cells preferred by groups

1, 2, and 3, respectively. Purkinje cells are labeled

by segment ID. Scale bar: 15-micron ante-

roposterior axis marker.
volume give us information about the divergence of individual

climbing fibers (as opposed to any of their individual terminal ar-

bors). For 30 climbing fibers to innervate 30 Purkinje cells such

that each Purkinje cell receives 4 climbing fiber inputs, each

climbing fiber should have a divergence of 4 Purkinje cells

(4 axons per Purkinje cell * 30 Purkinje cells = 120 innervations

of Purkinje cells by axons, from 30 axons in the volume, thus

each axon innervates 120/30 = 4 Purkinje cells). Notably, this

value matches the average divergence of climbing fiber

branches (Figure 3C). This information suggests that on average

all branches of an individual climbing fiber restrict their innerva-

tion to the same (4) Purkinje cells (or subsets thereof).

Branches of the Same Climbing Fiber Have Shared
Connectivity Preferences
After the first postnatal week, the synaptic preferences estab-

lished by climbing fiber branches lead to eventual single
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innervation of Purkinje cells by climbing

fibers. Thus, a whole climbing fiber (not

to be confused with the single branches

of climbing fibers; Figures 2C–2F) must

choose among its Purkinje targets the

one (or ones) it will remain in contact with

into adulthood. The question we wished

to answer is whether the branches of an

individual climbing fiber are acting in con-

cert or independently.

We used hierarchical clustering to

explore the Purkinje cell preferences of

the reconstructed climbing fiber branches

in our P7 dataset (STAR Methods;

Figure 7). We analyzed branches that

showed a synaptic preference for at least

one Purkinje cell (by forming at least 17

synapses on a Purkinje cell, i.e., greater

than the 90th percentile of the synapse

distribution in Figures 2D; see Figure 7A).
Our clustering analysis (Figure 7B) revealed three groups of

climbing fiber branches with shared preferences at P7 (http://

bit.ly/bbandrossP7cfgroups). All members of each group ex-

hibited the same preferences for a subset of Purkinje cells. In

particular, the branches in group 1 (IDs 59, 14, 7, and 15; Fig-

ure 7C) each innervated Purkinje cell 17 more strongly than any

other, establishing a total of 105 synapses on this cell. The

branches in group 2 (29, 4, 9, 13, 46, 5, and 37) each established

the largest number of synapses onto Purkinje cell 25 (194 in total).

The branches in group 3 (56, 3, and 72) all exhibited a synaptic

preference for Purkinje cell 1 (the fully reconstructed cell), forming

61 synapses in total on that cell. The remaining branches we

analyzed (31, 44, 67, 2, and 33) also showed preferences, but

they did not co-share preferences for single Purkinje cells as

strongly as the other groups did. The shared preferences among

climbing fiber branches in a group for the same Purkinje cell were

statistically unlikely to have occurred by chance (STAR Methods;
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p = 0.004). When we repeated this analysis at P3, we did not find

groups of climbing fiber brancheswith significant shared Purkinje

cell preferences (p = 0.36).

Thus, as climbing fiber branches form synapses over the first

postnatal week, groups of them develop preferences for the

same sets of Purkinje cells. These preferences do not appear

to be a result of spatial factors, as we could find no topographical

patterns to the sets of preferred cells for each groupwe identified

at P7 (Figure 7D).

The climbing fiber branches with shared Purkinje cell prefer-

ences at P7 may be related in two ways: they might be branches

of the same climbing fiber, or they might be branches from

different fibers. We considered the likelihood of these relation-

ships by again considering data about climbing fibermorphology

and divergence. Above, we calculated that the 49 climbing fiber

branches innervating the fully reconstructed Purkinje cell corre-

sponded to �4 climbing fibers. Thus, we expect that the 19

branches for which we assessed preferences originate from

�4 or fewer climbing fibers, because they all innervated the fully

reconstructed Purkinje cell.

For branches of the same climbing fiber, we hypothesize that

their synaptic preferences are similar, i.e., they fall into the same

group. If they did not, then two things must occur to generate the

results in Figure 7C: first, different branches of the same climbing

fiber would have to exhibit different synaptic preferences; and

second, subsets of branches from different climbing fibers

would have to share the same preferences. We cannot conceive

of a means of dividing branches in this way. Moreover, electro-

physiological studies consistently show that during early post-

natal development only one climbing fiber input becomes strong

(Kano et al., 2018), which contradicts the idea of multiple axons

having the same synaptic preferences.

These results lead to the conclusion that many branches of the

same climbing fiber have similar synaptic preferences. We

believe that because of this feature, it is possible to infer the

origin climbing fiber for different branches based on their synap-

tic connectivity alone. This conclusion has important implica-

tions not only for cerebellar development but for connectomics

in general (Discussion).

DISCUSSION

In this study,weproducedelectronmicroscopy image volumesof

mouse cerebellum at P3 and P7 and reconstructed climbing fiber

branches and their Purkinje cell targets in order to learn more

about the changing organization of climbing fiber input to Purkinje

cells in the first postnatal week. Our results reveal several features

of climbingfiber-Purkinjecell synapse rearrangement. First, single

climbing fibers (with branches working in concert) form many

additional synapses to focus their innervation onto a subset

of their Purkinje targets. Second, single-synapse strengths

(measured by PSD area) becomemore uniform and do not corre-

late with the overall strength of a climbing fiber-Purkinje cell

connection. These two points, combined with our confirmation

that synaptic pruning does not occur, lead us to conclude

that synapse addition is the primary mode of functional differenti-

ation in the first postnatal week. This structural information is

more consistent with electrophysiological evidence of synaptic
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strengthening in the first postnatal week (Hashimoto and Kano,

2003;Bosmanet al., 2008) than results suggesting changes begin

in the second week (Scelfo and Strata, 2005). Third, we infer that

synapse addition between P3 and P7 involves positive feedback

betweenclimbingfibersandPurkinjecells. This feedbackappears

tobenearly linear innatureandpredicts that climbingfibersestab-

lish preferences by adding one synapse every 1 to few hours.

We also addressed a challenge that beset our analysis and is

present in many other connectomic image volumes, i.e., that

practically all axons are incomplete because connectomic vol-

umes are small relative to neuron sizes. We combined informa-

tion about large-scale climbing fiber morphology (Sugihara,

2005) with our own reconstructions of terminal arbors and their

synaptic connectivity to quantify the total number of climbing

fibers that innervated the 30 Purkinje cells in our P7 image vol-

ume. This information provides important context about climbing

fiber-Purkinje cell synapse rearrangement: there appears to be

parity between young climbing fibers and Purkinje cells. If

detailed synaptic connectivity were not determined for our P7 da-

taset, a range of other scenarios could seem appropriate. In

particular, because each Purkinje cell is innervated by 4 climbing

fibers on average (Results), the maximum number of climbing

fibers that could have innervated 30 Purkinje cells was �120

(4 distinct axons per cell) and the minimum number is 4 (if the

same 4 axons innervated every cell). The actual number of inputs,

30, is exactly what one would expect to find innervating a volume

of 30 Purkinje cells in adult cerebellum, because adult climbing

fibers innervate Purkinje cells sparsely, rarely innervating more

than one cell in a field of 30. More specifically, an adult climbing

fiber forms synapseswith�10 Purkinje cells out of thousands in a

few cerebellar lobules (Sugihara et al., 2001; Fujita and Sugihara,

2013). Climbing fiber branching in development thus appears to

be economical: the number of climbing fibers that innervate Pur-

kinje cells in a local region in the first postnatal week is just

enough to assure that each axon ends up with a postsynaptic

target and that none branched there in vain.

This information, taken together, provides a glimpse at how

development translates into structural changes in brain circuitry.

It also provides useful constraints on the mechanisms that un-

derlie developmental rewiring in this region of cerebellum.

Finally, although we studied synaptic connectivity from climb-

ing fiber branches onto Purkinje cells, these electronmicroscopy

volumes also contain ample information about all other cell types

found in cerebellar cortex, their organelles, and their synaptic

connectivity. These image volumes are thus useful resources

for investigations of normal cerebellar development in mouse.

Branches of the Same Climbing Fiber Exhibit Similar
Synaptic Preferences via a Contact-Mediated
Mechanism
Our analysis indicates that groups of climbing fiber branches in

the P7 volume had statistically significant similarities in their syn-

aptic connectivity (Figure 7C). These similarities were not ex-

plained by close fasciculation of those branches. Indeed, each

climbing fiber branch appeared to have a completely individual

branching pattern (http://bit.ly/bbandrossP7cfgroups). Based

on a number of arguments (Results), we think it likely that each

such group originates from one climbing fiber. This finding leads

http://bit.ly/bbandrossP7cfgroups


to an important implication for the way that preferred Purkinje

cells are chosen. Namely, climbing fibers do not establish synap-

tic preferences with a particular Purkinje cell through specific,

directed arborization during the first postnatal week. Rather,

they establish large numbers of synapses at sites where they

happen to be in contact. In this sense preferences are contact

mediated rather than axon growth mediated. This idea is

strengthened by the observation that climbing fiber branching

is not pronounced in the vicinity of preferred cells compared

with other Purkinje cells. Rather, the only evidence of the site

of the preferred Purkinje cell is the greater density of synapses

per axon length (http://bit.ly/bbandrossP3NGL, P3; http://bit.ly/

bbandrossP7NGL, P7). One interpretation of this situation is

that between P3 and P7 climbing fibers add synapses along ex-

isting branches that are already juxtaposed with a preferred Pur-

kinje cell target.

This finding also illustrates an important point for connectom-

ics datasets in general: namely, it may be possible to regroup

broken axon pieces by leveraging their synaptic connectivity,

as we have done for the P7 cerebellum dataset. This strategy

should allow for more complete axonal reconstructions and

therefore more accurate connectivity analysis. This type of con-

nectivity-based inference is only possible with analysis in high-

resolution connectomics datasets, in which all synapses formed

by branches of an axon can be identified and their distributions

across targets can be directly measured.

Functional Differentiation Differs between the
Cerebellum and the NMJ
Our observations indicate that in the first postnatal week, climb-

ing fibers develop preferences for certain Purkinje cells as they

add synapses (Figures 7B and 7C). Based on the idea that multi-

ple branches originate from the same climbing fiber (Results),

there may be hundreds of synapses added by one climbing fiber

onto one Purkinje cell between P3 and P7, while other climbing

fibers innervating the same Purkinje cell change their synaptic

input much more modestly. For example, the branches in group

1 of our preference analysis collectively form 105 synapses

onto Purkinje cell 17, their preferred target, but only 4 synapses

onto Purkinje cell 1, a non-preferred target. Given the loss of all

but one input over the next few weeks and previous electrophys-

iologywork (Hashimoto et al., 2011), it seems likely that the climb-

ing fiber with the large increment in synapses will be the one that

remains after synaptic rewiring is complete. Importantly, there

was no evidence in our studies of synapse loss in the first post-

natal week as strengthening occurred (Figures 3 and 5), although

in later weeksmassive elimination takes place (Kano et al., 2018).

This sequence of events for climbing fibers contrasts with

developmental synapse rearrangement of motor axons at the

NMJ, although in both cases postsynaptic targets are initially

innervated by multiple axons and end up with a single axonal

input. At the NMJ, multiple axons that converge undergo a pro-

cess of synapse exchange: an axon adds synaptic territory by

taking over space that was vacated by a different axon (Walsh

and Lichtman, 2003; Gan and Lichtman, 1998; Turney and Licht-

man, 2012). Synapse addition and loss are thus inextricably

linked, with synapse loss appearing to be required for strength-

ening of the ultimate surviving input (a pattern also observed else-
where: Chen and Regehr, 2000; Lichtman, 1980). Our results,

however, provide evidence that early synaptic strengthening of

climbing fiber inputs is unrelated to synapse removal by other

fibers. A classical Hebbian mechanism may underlie the estab-

lishment of a dominant input in the cerebellum (Hebb, 1949; Ka-

wamura et al., 2013; Lichtman and Balice-Gordon, 1990).

Persistence of Weak Climbing Fiber Inputs
The persistence of weak climbing fiber inputs despite the emer-

gence of a dominant input during the first postnatal week raises

the question of why these neurons wouldmaintain weak connec-

tivity. Physiologically effective climbing fibers in an adult estab-

lish many hundreds of synapses on a target cell, so it is unlikely

that climbing fibers forming only a few synapses have functional

significance. Axons may maintain weak connections to provide

footholds on other target cells should the dominant input be

damaged during development (Carrillo et al., 2013; Turney and

Lichtman, 2012) or in case interactions between climbing fibers

and Purkinje cells require a dominant input to refocus its re-

sources elsewhere as has been proposed at the developing

NMJ (Walsh and Lichtman, 2003). In this sense, Purkinje cells

may be hedging their bets by remaining connected to multiple

climbing fibers before the competition is resolved. From a climb-

ing fiber perspective, the samemay be true: an axon may remain

connected to many targets to assure that it still innervates a few

after most synaptic pruning has occurred.

Comparative Connectomics
Connectomics per se is a descriptive approach. It relies on

inductive reasoning so that hypotheses are generated more

easily than tested. One way, however, to generate and test hy-

potheses in connectomics datasets is to compare samples

that differ in some way. In this study we have compared connec-

tomics data from two developmental stages to learn how neural

circuits becomemodified in early postnatal life. The power of this

strategy is that a fundamentally static technique (looking at

stained postmortem tissue) can be used to infer information

about a highly dynamic phenomenon (the maturation of neural

circuits). One challenge is that comparing connectomes is still

a nascent approach. Although we possess potentially vast

amounts of structural data from two time points, we do not yet

know the ideal ways to make statistically rigorous comparisons.

We contend that these two datasets contain material for an

essentially unlimited number of hypotheses about how the cere-

bellum changes over the first postnatal week. Determining the

best way to extract the things that are different and the things

that are not frommultiple samples will require turning these ‘‘dig-

ital tissues’’ into systematized databases that can be scrutinized

automatically. This will likely be one of the central thrusts of con-

nectomics going forward.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Paraformaldehyde, 16% aqueous solution Electron Microscopy Sciences Cat#15710, CAS: 30525-89-4

Glutaraldehyde, 25% aqueous solution Electron Microscopy Sciences Cat#16220, CAS: 111-30-8

Osmium tetroxide, 4% aqueous solution Electron Microscopy Sciences Cat#19190, CAS: 20816-12-0

Potassium ferrocyanide Sigma Aldrich 60279, CAS: 14459-95-1

Thiocarbohydrazide Sigma Aldrich 223220, CAS: 2231-57-4

Epon 812 resin Electron Microscopy Sciences Cat#14120

Uranyl acetate Electron Microscopy Sciences Cat#22400, CAS: 541-09-3

Lead citrate Leica Leica Ultrostain II, CAS: 6107-83-1

Deposited Data

Electron microscopy image volumes and

annotations

This paper; Johns Hopkins University

Applied Physics Laboratory’s BOSS

https://bossdb.org/project/wilson2019

Raw data This paper; Mendeley https://doi.org/10.17632/jsjny43yzz.1

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Mouse: Timed Pregnant CD-1 Charles River N/A

Software and Algorithms

WaferMapper Hayworth et al., 2014 N/A

VAST Lite Berger et al., 2018 https://software.rc.fas.harvard.edu/lichtman/vast/

Mojo Knowles-Barley et al., 2013 N/A

Kimimaro Github https://github.com/seung-lab/kimimaro

Igneous Github https://github.com/seung-lab/igneous

Analysis scripts This paper; Github https://github.com/amwilson149/baby-andross
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Alyssa

Wilson (amw7@princeton.edu). This study did not generate new unique reagents or new unique mouse lines.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All animals were handled according to protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Harvard University.

We prepared samples for electron microscopy from the cerebella of two CD1 wild-type unsexed mouse pups, one aged P3

and one aged P7, from different timed-pregnancy mothers (Charles River). Cages were checked twice a day for pups (once in

the morning and once in the evening) and P0 was assigned at the time when pups were found. Ages are thus accurate to within

12 hours.

METHOD DETAILS

Data Acquisition
We anesthetized pups with 0.01 mL of sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/mL) and intracardially perfused each with 2%–2% parafor-

maldehyde/glutaraldehyde in 0.15-M sodium cacodylate, 2-mM CaCl2 buffer solution. We qualitatively monitored pup behavior

to ensure that they behaved similarly to their littermates, and we measured brain sizes along the anteroposterior, mediolateral,

and dorsoventral axes to ensure they fell within normal ranges. We then isolated the cerebellum from each sample and cut it

into 300-mm-thick parasagittal sections. From each cerebellum, we chose one thick section in the medial part of the vermis (be-

tween 500 mm and 1 mm from the midline) and stained it using a ROTO protocol (Willingham and Rutherford, 1984) (2% osmium

tetroxide plus 0.015 g/mL potassium ferrocyanide, 1% thiocarbohydrazide, and 2% osmium tetroxide). We then dehydrated and

embedded each section in Epon 812 resin. We cut the embedded tissue into 30-nm sections using an automatic tape collecting
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ultramicrotome (ATUM) and post-stained each ultrathin section with 4% uranyl acetate and 4% lead citrate (Kasthuri et al., 2015).

We imaged these sections using secondary electron detection in a single-beam scanning electron microscope (1.7 kV; ZEISS

Sigma). The acquisition was automated using WaferMapper software (Hayworth et al., 2014). Images were acquired at a resolution

of 4 nm x 4 nm per pixel at a dwell time of 200 ns per pixel.

We reconstructed a Purkinje cell roughly in the middle of the P3 volume and one roughly in the middle of the P7 volume. In

each case we also reconstructed all of its synaptic inputs. For each of the innervating axons we identified all of their other syn-

apses and postsynaptic partners in the volume. We also reconstructed the somata of all the Purkinje cells in the volume at P3

and P7. Using this approach it was straightforward to identify a Purkinje cell as the synaptic target of an axon: starting from the

postsynaptic density, we followed the target dendrite through the volume until it rejoined the cell soma. We used a similar

approach to determine the identities of other synaptic targets in our reconstructions: starting at the postsynaptic density of

a synapse, we followed the dendrite throughout the volume until it joined a cell soma. We then traced that soma, its axon

and dendrites outward until we could determine its cell type. Most of this reconstruction was done by computer assisted

manual tracing using the VAST-lite tool (Berger et al., 2018). In the P7 volume we began with a machine learning based

segmented subvolume (72 mm x 72 mm x 30 mm) generated by Rhoana (Kaynig et al., 2015) and edited it using Mojo software

(Knowles-Barley et al., 2013). The axon branches and cells in the subvolume were then extended throughout the volume using

VAST.

Because our goal was to analyze the climbing fiber input to Purkinje cells it was important to classify each presynaptic axon branch

in order to exclude axons that were not climbing fibers. We therefore determined the ultrastructural characteristics of the synapses it

formed (excitatory versus inhibitory) to rule out inhibitory axons (i.e., Purkinje cell collaterals, stellate, basket, Golgi, Lugaro, and can-

delabrum cells; Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974; Lainé and Axelrad, 1994). Inhibitory axons were identified by their lack of a pronounced

postsynaptic density, a feature of excitatory synapses (Peters et al., 1991). Inhibitory synapses also possessed irregularly shaped

vesicles (unlike the round vesicles we observed in excitatory axons). If a synapse was ambiguous we traced the axon to one or

more additional synapses and this allowed an unambiguous determination of whether it was excitatory or inhibitory. We also could

rule out excitatory granule cell axons by their distinctive morphology (i.e., a smooth, unbranched axon segment that ran parallel to

many other similar axon segments along the mediolateral axis in the molecular layer, a feature of the parallel fiber portion of a granule

cell axon; see Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974). We also excluded any axon that could be traced back to its cell body because climbing

fibers originate outside the cerebellum, in the inferior nuclear olive (this allowed us to classify and remove inputs that were the radial

ascending branch of a granule cell). The remaining excitatory axon branches were either climbing fibers, or mossy fibers (which

originate in various nuclei outside the cerebellum as well as from recurrent collaterals of excitatory cells in the deep cerebellar nuclei

inside the cerebellum, and from unipolar brush cell axons within the cerebellar cortex; see Hess 1982; Mugnaini and Floris, 1994;

Mugnaini et al., 2011).

Because mossy fibers have been reported to make transient connections on Purkinje cells in development (Mason and Gregory,

1984; Kalinovsky et al., 2011), it was important to exclude these excitatory inputs to Purkinje cells as well. We therefore analyzed a

subset of excitatory (non-granule cell) axon branches to identify all of their postsynaptic targets at both P3 (20 branches) and P7

(14 branches). We did this painstaking analysis in order to learn whether mossy and climbing fibers had different connectivity profiles.

At each age we computed the fraction of synapses formed by these axon branches onto (1) Purkinje cells, (2) granule cells, and (3)

interneurons. At both ages we found a clear splitting of branches into two groups (Figure S2): branches that formed a much larger

fraction of their synapses onto Purkinje cells relative to granule cells, and branches that formed a much larger fraction of their syn-

apses onto granule cells relative to Purkinje cells.

Based on this preliminary result, we attempted to find a quantitative criterion to split the climbing fibers from the putative mossy

fibers. We therefore wrote code to perform two modes of cluster analysis (k-means and hierarchical agglomerative clustering;

http://bit.ly/bbandrosskhclust) to group the branches we analyzed based on their connectivity properties. Along with data for

these axon branches, at each age we also included a set of axons we identified separately from the inputs to each fully recon-

structed Purkinje cell, and that we believe are definitely mossy fibers (12 at P3 and 10 at P7). These axon branches innervated

the dendrites of granule cells deep in the internal granular layer, which is a synapse type characteristic of mossy fibers, and

not of climbing fibers (see e.g., Ito and Takeichi, 2009). Often these axon branches also formed large, amorphous synaptic boutons

with the granule cell dendrites they innervated, in a configuration that resembled the well described mossy fiber rosette (Ramón y

Cajal, 1995; Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974). These mossy fiber branches were used (1) to validate whether our clustering based on

synaptic connectivity could separate climbing fibers and mossy fibers and (2), if so, to help us identify which group of axons con-

tained mossy fibers and which contained climbing fibers. Both clustering methods produced nearly the same classification metric

(see Figure S2; Tables S2 and S3). Based on this analysis, the axon branches could be completely separated into types. At P3 axon

branches that formed at least 40% of their synapses with Purkinje cells (they formed the rest with interneurons and rarely with

granule cells) were a distinct class from the other axons that we sampled which made larger numbers of synapses with granule

cells and very few synapses with Purkinje cells. This latter group clustered with the actual mossy fibers we identified. Thus we think

that this clustering allowed us to exclude mossy fibers from our climbing fiber population. At P7 the same approach clustered the

climbing fibers by choosing branches that formed at least 70% of their synapses on Purkinje cells. At both ages, as our threshold

for identifying climbing fibers, we used the largest fraction of synapses formed onto Purkinje cells that separated the climbing fiber

cluster from themossy fiber cluster, rounded up to the nearest tenth. In this way, wemade our criterion for identifying climbing fiber
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branches in each dataset slightly more stringent. We excluded any axon that established fewer than 5 synapses in the volume from

our analysis. In the P7 dataset, we also excluded two axon branches that formed 9 synapses each in the volume but only ramified

for short distances within the Purkinje cell layer, since it was unclear how their connectivity profiles might change if more of those

axon branches were visible.

The P3 and P7 image volumes and segmentations are freely available at https://bossdb.org/project/wilson2019.

Checks on Dataset Suitability
We took several steps to ensure that our datasets represent connectivity from typical, wild-type CD1 mice. First, we recorded the

appearance, behavior, and brain size of the mice used to generate our P3 and P7 datasets and found them to be consistent with

normal values (see above). Second, we measured the thicknesses of the cortical layers in the P3 and P7 datasets and found

them to be consistent with previously reported values: from Figure S1A, at P3 we measure an EGL thickness of �30 mm, ML of

�10 mm, and PCL of �30 mm to 35 mm. At P7, we measured an EGL of �50 mm, ML of �15 mm, and PCL of �20 mm. (Compare

with Martinez et al., 2013 and the Allen Brain Atlas for developing mouse, in particular with layers of cerebellar vermis in lobule

VIII shown with calbindin labeling of Purkinje cells at P4: http://developingmouse.brain-map.org/experiment/show/100031932,

where EGL+ML�60 mm, PCL�33 mm. See also Leto et al. (2016), where in Figure 15 the P7 vermis has an EGL of�45 mm thickness,

ML of�25 mm, and PCL of�25 mm.) Third, the sizes and morphologies of the Purkinje cells in our datasets were consistent with pre-

vious reports (compare Figure S1 with Figure 7A in Sotelo, 2004).

Several connectivity properties wemeasured in our datasets also indicate that themicewe used could be considered typical. First,

the climbing fiber synaptic connectivity distributions for all Purkinje cells sampled at both ages were well described by power laws

(Figure 2); if either mouse used for our datasets had been affected by irregularities in connectivity, we would predict that they would

not have shown the same type of distribution across the Purkinje cells in both mice. (We also note that each mouse originated from a

separate timed-pregnancy mother and that they were born two years apart, so it is unlikely that both mice would be affected by the

same abnormality.) Second, we estimate that 4 climbing fibers on average innervate a single Purkinje cell at P7 (see Results and Fig-

ure 6), which is consistent with previous reports stating that 5 or fewer climbing fibers innervate each Purkinje cell in the first postnatal

week (Hashimoto and Kano, 2003; Crepel et al., 1976). Third, we found no evidence that climbing fibers were being removed from

Purkinje cells between P3 and P7 (Figures 3B–3E), which is consistent with previous reports from electrophysiology experiments (see

Kano et al., 2018 for a review).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Power Law Fits
Fits were computed for the synapse distributions (number of synapses formed by single climbing fiber branches onto each Purkinje

cell they innervated) using the scipy.optimize.curve_fit function in Python.

Climbing Fiber Length and Synapse Density
Skeletons were computed for climbing fiber branches in both datasets using Kimimaro (https://github.com/seung-lab/kimimaro) and

Igneous (https://github.com/seung-lab/igneous) software and can be viewed in Neuroglancer (https://github.com/amwilson149/

baby-andross). The total length of each branch was queried with this software using the cable_length attribute for these skeletons.

To compute the length of each climbing fiber branch that was in the Purkinje cell layer, we cropped the skeletons to include only the

pieces above the Purkinje cell layer-internal granular layer interface (i.e., the pieces in the upper 75% of the volume at each age) and

then computed the cable length. Synapse densities in the Purkinje cell layer were computed by dividing the total number of synapses

formed by a climbing fiber branch onto Purkinje cells in the Purkinje cell layer by the total length of the branch in the Purkinje cell layer.

See Figure S4.

Postsynaptic Density Area
We manually traced the PSDs of all the climbing fiber segment-Purkinje cell synapses using VAST. To accurately represent PSD

shapes with these annotations, we converted voxel lists from pixel values (which were anisotropic: 4 nm/px x 4 nm/px x

30 nm/px) to units of nm.We then performed principal component analysis on each voxel list and used the third component to define

the normal to the flattest plane of the PSD. We then projected the PSD voxel list onto this plane to create a 2-dimensional version of

the PSD. We computed the convex hull of the projected pixels and used it to compute an estimate of the PSD area. This method was

insensitive to factors like the orientation of a PSD within the image volume.

Time-Evolution Simulation
Wewrote a simulation to evolve synaptic connectivity matrices using stochastic synapse addition and removal in order to explore the

types of processes that could generate the connectivity observed at P7, given an initial connectivity identical to what we observed at

P3. In the simulation the connectivity matrix was initialized to the observed P3 connectivity (i.e., 55 rows x 30 columns with values
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producing the distributions in Figure 2C). A target connectivity matrix was set to the observed connectivity at P7 (49 rows x 18 col-

umns with values producing the synapse distribution in Figure 2D). For both ages, the first column represented the connectivity by

climbing fiber branches onto the fully reconstructed Purkinje cell.

In each timestep, we (1) removed a synapse from several randomly chosen connected climbing fiber branch-Purkinje cell pairs

(i.e., we decremented the values of several nonzero connectivity matrix elements). We then (2) compressed the connectivity matrix

by (a) removing climbing fiber branches that became completely disconnected from the Purkinje cells in our dataset (rows con-

taining only zeros), (b) removing Purkinje cells that became completely disconnected from the climbing fiber branches in our data-

set (columns containing only zeros), and (c) removing climbing fiber branches that were no longer synaptically connected to the

fully reconstructed Purkinje cell (rows for which the element in the first column became zero). We removed the rows that met con-

dition (c) so that the connectivity matrix always reflected what we would havemeasured by reconstructing circuitry as we did in our

P3 and P7 datasets (i.e., by identifying the climbing fiber synaptic inputs to one fully reconstructed Purkinje cell and then adding

connectivity information for all the other Purkinje cells they innervated in the volume). We then (3) added synapses at several

randomly chosen climbing fiber segment-Purkinje cell interfaces (i.e., incremented the value of some nonzero matrix elements).

Finally, we (4) compared the resulting connectivity matrix with the target matrix to determine whether the two were statistically

indistinguishable (see below). If they were, we regarded this time step as one in which P7-like synaptic connectivity had been

reached. The software we developed for this purpose can be found here (along with a description of the parameters): http://bit.

ly/bbandrossevolve.

To determine whether a simulated connectivity matrix was statistically indistinguishable from the target matrix, we compared the

two using four features: (1) the full synapse distribution (number of synapses per climbing fiber branch onto each of its Purkinje cell

targets), (2) the distribution of total number of synapses formed by each climbing fiber branch (row-wise weight distribution), (3) the

distribution of the number of Purkinje cells innervated by each climbing fiber (i.e., climbing fiber divergence, or row-wise weight den-

sity), and (4) the distribution of the number of climbing fibers innervating each Purkinje cell (i.e., climbing fiber convergence onto Pur-

kinje cells, a measure of column-wise weight density). We also tracked the sizes of the matrices (i.e., the number of climbing fiber

branches (rows) and the number of Purkinje cells (columns)) and required them to not becomemore different than the size difference

between P3 and P7. However, the sizes could be derived from (1) and (2) above, so these measurements were not independent con-

straints on the simulation. Rather, we used them as a sanity check.

We considered properties (1) through (4) for the simulated and P7 matrices to be statistically indistinguishable if a Wilcoxon rank

sum test failed to detect a difference at an alpha level of 0.05. We required all of these properties to be statistically indistinguishable

for the simulated matrix to be considered as having reached the actual P7 configuration.

Number of Branches per Terminal Arbor
To estimate the number of branches that a climbing fiber terminal arbor extended into our image volumes, we used our reconstruc-

tions of unbroken climbing full terminal arbors at P7 (9/49 branches) as templates and simulated how similar arbors could be broken

by crossing the image volume boundaries. For each simulation we randomly selected a terminal arbor from this reconstructed set

with replacement. We then applied randomly chosen but constrained translations to the voxel list for that terminal arbor. Within

the Purkinje cell layer (i.e., the x-z plane), we allowed translations in any direction by any amount (with uniform probability) that ranged

from zero up to a displacement of 120 mm (the volume width) in x and up to 75 mm (the volume depth) in z. A terminal arbor at the

maximum displacement in either dimension would thus be located just outside the volume. We also allowed translations in either

direction along the y axis of up to 2 mm to allow varying arbor positions while enforcing the biological constraint that climbing fiber

terminal arbors should terminate in the Purkinje cell layer. We then applied the bounding box of the image volume ((0 mm, 0 mm, 0 mm)

to (120 mm, 190 mm, 75 mm)) to the resulting voxel list. Specifically, any voxel of a simulated terminal arbor that fell outside the image

volumewas removed, to reflect the fact that that portion of the arbor would not have been reconstructed. For the remaining voxels we

then counted the number of connected components. We repeated this process 500 times to produce a distribution of the number of

branches produced by broken terminal arbors in the P7 image volume.

Climbing Fiber Terminal Arbor Density
We computed the number of terminal arbors extended per climbing fiber axon in a single microzone of cerebellar cortex (usually a

part of a lobule) during the first postnatal week using measurements reported in Figures 1B and 6A of Sugihara (2005). In that report,

images of dye-labeled rat climbing fibers and the majority of their terminal arbors were presented, along with the number of terminal

arbors extended by those climbing fibers into the cerebellar cortex. We estimated densities of 8.73 10�4 terminal arbors/mm2, 9.83

10�4 terminal arbors/mm2, and 2.993 10�4 terminal arbors/mm2 in lobules II, III, and crus Ic, respectively, from the P6 rat in Figure 1B

and 83 10�4 terminal arbors/mm2 in lobule VIb-c from the P5 rat in Figure 6A, in the transverse plane of the cerebellar cortex (i.e., the

plane parallel to the Purkinje cell layer). We note that the densities measured in vermal regions are similar to each other but roughly 3

times the density measured in the hemispheric region (crus Ic). This information suggests that the vermal estimates might be more

appropriate for our lobule VIII vermis data. However, in the absence of more complete information about the variation in climbing fiber

terminal arbor density with cerebellar location, we took the approach of including all the density estimates available from Sugihara

(2005) in our analysis.
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Although these densities were measured for rat climbing fibers, reconstructions of mouse climbing fibers at the same time point

(there is evidence that mice and rats are age-matched to within a day or so in their cerebellar postnatal development timeline–see

e.g., Kano et al., 2018) appear to have similar terminal arbor densities. Specifically, our measurements of terminal arbor densities

in P5 and P6 rat from Sugihara (2005) correspond to average distances between neighboring terminal arbors of 35 mm, 33 mm,

35 mm, and 50 mm in lobules II, III, VI, and crus 1b-c, respectively. A reconstruction of a P5mouse climbing fiber performed by Mason

and Gregory (1984) shows distances of 40 mm and 50 mm between neighboring terminal arbors (cerebellar location unspecified; see

Figure 8 of that paper). For this reason we felt it was reasonable to use the more abundant terminal arbor densities from Sugihara

(2005) in our estimations.

The area in the transverse plane of the P7 volume is 9,000 mm2. A single olivocerebellar axon with average terminal arbor density

(7.43 10�4 terminal arbors/mm2, computed from the estimates above) that fully overlapped the P7 image volume would thus extend

6.7 terminal arbors into the volume.

Grouping by Purkinje Cell Preference
We attempted to group climbing fiber branches by the similarity of their synaptic connectivity onto the Purkinje cells in the volume at

P3 and P7. We restricted our analysis to those branches that had strong preferences for at least one Purkinje cell. We considered a

climbing fiber branch to have a strong preference if it formed a number of synapses onto at least one cell that was in the top 10th

percentile of the connection sizes we observed (i.e., more than 3 synapses at P3 and more than 16 synapses at P7; Figures 2C

and 2D, respectively). This population consisted of 23 climbing fiber branches at P3 and 19 branches at P7. For this population of

climbing fiber branches, we treated the connectivity for each branch onto the Purkinje cells they innervated (a row of the connectivity

matrix) as a feature vector, and computed the Euclidean distance matrix for the normalized feature vectors. The (i,j)-th element of the

distance matrix represents how different the connectivity onto all Purkinje cells is for climbing fiber branches i and j. We then used

hierarchical agglomerative clustering (see, e.g., James et al., 2013, Chapter 10) to group the climbing fiber branches according to this

distance metric.

Significance Testing of Climbing Fiber-Purkinje Cell Connectivity Patterns
We usedMonte Carlo simulations, resampling tests, and permutation tests to determine whether the various properties we observed

could have resulted from random synaptic connectivity. These properties were (1) the distributions of the number of synapses formed

by climbing fiber branches onto individual Purkinje cells in each dataset, (2) the correlations between PSD area of a synapse and the

total number of synapses formed by its presynaptic climbing fiber branch onto its postsynaptic Purkinje cell, and (3) the ordering of

climbing fiber branches into groups with shared Purkinje cell preferences, based on the numbers of synapses they formed onto each

Purkinje cell target in our dataset.

For (1) the synapse number distributions, we performed a Monte Carlo simulation of the case where each climbing fiber branch

formed synapses onto all its Purkinje cell targets with uniform probability. In each iteration of the simulation, we held the total number

of synapses formed by each climbing fiber branch fixed at observed values, and required that the climbing fiber branch could only

form synapses onto its observed Purkinje cell targets. For each synapse formed by the climbing fiber branch we chose the identity of

the Purkinje target from the set of observed Purkinje cell targets, with replacement, according to a uniform probability distribution.We

then computed the median and skewness of the resulting connectivity distribution. We repeated this simulation 100,000 times and

compared the resulting median and skewness distributions with the observed values by computing p values at a significance level of

0.05 (Figure S3).

For (2) the PSD area correlations, we performed a permutation test to simulate how PSD area would relate to number of synapses

for single climbing fiber branch-Purkinje cell pairs if they actually had a random relationship. In each iteration, we randomly permuted

PSD areas for all climbing fiber branch-Purkinje cell synapses and computed the Pearson’s correlation coefficient. We repeated this

procedure 100,000 times and compared the resulting correlation distribution against the observed value by computing a p value at a

significance level of 0.05.

To test (3) the significance of the groupings of climbing fiber branches based on Purkinje cell preferences, we performed a re-

sampling test to simulate the condition in which climbing fibers established synaptic preferences onto random Purkinje cells

among their observed targets. In each iteration of the resampling test we kept the identities of the Purkinje cells innervated by

each climbing fiber branch fixed at observed values. Then, for each climbing fiber branch, we randomly sampled the number

of synapses formed onto each of its targets from the observed synapse distribution (Figures 2C and 2D), with replacement.

We only assessed ordering in our observed data for climbing fiber branches that formed a number of synapses onto one or

more Purkinje cell targets that were in the top 10th percentile of the connectivity distribution. Thus, in order to make sure that

the resampled distribution always contained at least one many-synapse connection, we repeated the resampling process for

each climbing fiber branch until the above requirement was satisfied. We then ordered the climbing fiber branches with resampled

connectivity using hierarchical clustering. We measured the tightness of the resulting clusters by computing the standard devia-

tion of the distribution of distances between linked groups (i.e., the lengths of the vertical lines in Figure 7B). At each age we

generated 10,000 resampled distributions in this way and compared the corresponding observed values by computing p values

at a significance level of 0.05.
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DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

Scripts for Analysis
Scripts were written in Python 3.6, and can be found here (along with a list of package requirements): https://github.com/

amwilson149/baby-andross.

Dataset Hosting
Electron microscopy data and annotations are stored on Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory’s BOSS (https://

bossdb.org/project/wilson2019). Raw data will be made available on Mendeley under the project title ‘‘Electron-Microscopy-Based

Synaptic Connectivity in Early Postnatal Mouse Cerebellum’’ (https://doi.org/10.17632/jsjny43yzz.1). A list of target URLs for the

shortened links presented in this work are available on the Mendeley project page.
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